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Pratyahara means repose in neutral, which sounds easy. The following 

exercise from Against The Pollution of the I by Jacques Lusseryan, 

proposes an exercise to see if our consciousness belongs to us or not: 

 

“Try an exercise with me: tonight, as we get ready for bed, let us stop 

for two minutes and be absolutely still. And let us ask ourselves what 

actually goes on inside us.  

What I am suggesting is an examination of your consciousness. Each 

of us has an inner space, and we have to cross it to take stock of its 

contents. What we shall find is a confused jumble of images and 

sounds; sounds that arise and will not fall silent again, shreds of 

pictures that never succeed in developing into a complete form. But we 

shall find things that are even less distinct, things of the nature of 

impulses, of stirrings that take on the force of compulsion. All this is 

no more than the ordinary flotsam of normal consciousness, and there 

is no reason to be astonished by it.  

But it should prompt us to ask: are those scraps of images and sounds, 

those fragments of desire - are they really my own?  

Are they really mine or have others instilled them in me? Is it really my 

voice that I hear in this way? Is it the voice of my wife, of my children, 

of my friends, of a living being?  

Often the pictures are scenes from television (now the social media); 

they will be pictures from all the signs, posters, and placards that are 

thrust under my nose from earliest morning on, in the streets of the 

town; pictures like the ones on the front page of the paper, in the 

windows of stores, even on the box of detergent.  

As for the voices, they will be my own and those of my family, but never 

alone; always they will be mingled with other voices, strangely familiar 

and yet entirely impersonal - those of all the women and all the men 

whom I have never met, to whom moreover I would have nothing to 

say, and who in any case are not speaking to me. What am I saying? Of 

course, they are speaking to me!  
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They do nothing but speak to me - on radio, on television, in the 

cinema, over the telephone, on paper, on magnetic tape (and now on 

the internet and social media, an even more insidious perpetration can 

occur).  

 

They speak, yet nothing real takes place when they do. They do not 

know to whom their words are directed. They speak only because they 

know that in our day words are a saleable commodity. My inner space 

does not belong to me: that is the unpleasant discovery I am forced to 

make.  

Certainly, I come across a few personal effects here and there, but 

rather as one comes across a needle in a haystack. Nor does my inner 

space belong to those others: I have not consciously made it over to 

them. It belongs to no one! It is littered with things. We already have 

automobile cemeteries, which ruin the countryside. And here I am 

becoming a cemetery myself: of words, of exclamations, of music, of 

gestures that no one makes quite in earnest, of information and 

instructions, of word sequences repeated a hundred fold without 

anyone consciously wanting them (to repeat inside oneself). 

And yet there can be no doubt that all these noises, all these images 

flashing through my head are not my own. My “I” can ignore them; it 

can look for a way to live without them. But where will it live? All 

available space is already taken; the outside world has scattered its 

rubbish everywhere (in me). 

This is where courage is called for: the courage to say what at heart we 

all know, but what we no longer have the strength to affirm. A human 

being to whom I give the right to speak to me without my being in a 

position to reply is not a human being at all; he is not a human being, 

but he affects me nonetheless. 

Music, which I have not myself chosen to listen to, builds forms within 

me: they gallop about without order; they shape me without my 

knowledge. As for my armchair picture traveling, if I do not go there in 

actual fact they remain utterly useless. 
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Soon there will not be an inch of our inner space that is not trampled 

underfoot each day. Love is becoming a spectacle. All this would not be 

particularly serious if humans were no more than machines. But it 

turns out that they are something quite different, for they possess an 

“I.” And this “I” has its own rules. The “I” has certain quite specific 

conditions under which it will grow. It nourishes itself exclusively on 

its own activity. 

Actions that others take in its stead, far from helping, serve only to 

weaken it. If it (the “I”) does not come to meet things halfway out of its 

own initiative, the things will push it back; they will overpower it and 

will not rest until it either withdraws altogether or dies. The dying of 

the “I” is a matter of direct experience. And if the majority of our 

contemporaries can no longer experience that for themselves, is it not 

because the “I” has already left them? 

The conditions necessary for growth are stringent for all that lives. But 

the “I”, the human “I” is the most unstable of all our possessions, and 

the ravages that pollution inflicts on it gain so rapidly that we no longer 

identify them by name.  

Worse, we call them by other names. Public opinion polls, averages, 

numbers, for the “I” they are nothing, hardly worth the computing. If 

it is not altogether asleep the “I” knows that truth never consists of 

what the majority do or say. It knows the truth is what appears at the 

farthest limit of each experience, of those experiences that are lived 

personally and to the very end. 

Each day the “I” is buried under an avalanche of numbers and figures 

that parade as fact. Soon if we do not set to work with all the 

desperation due a matter of life or death the truth will be nothing more 

in fact than whatever the greatest number thinks, and the good 

whatever the greatest number does. For once I, who am never one to 

advocate fear, say “Let us be afraid” (of Post-Truth times) 

Make no mistake about it: war is being waged against the “I”. And just 

those who have been traditionally closest to the “I” who have been, as 

it were, its guardians and prophets - the intellectuals and the artists - 
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we now see going over by legions. Throughout history a musician or 

painter expounded a particular point of view. It was his own with such 

an intensity and power that sometimes he could find his way back to 

the universal. But now the men of creative bent focus on methods and 

structures, and systems divorced from the connection between the one 

who thinks and the things that are thought about. Owning an “I” is not 

easy, keeping it is even harder. As human beings we are touched by the 

force called the “I,” but it is not riveted in our bodies. It is at all times 

ready to give up its place. The “I” is polluted more rapidly than the 

earth.” 

Lusseryan points out that the seemingly simple practice of Pratyahara is 

difficult because our consciousness does not belong to us! Instead, our 

consciousness is imprisoned by the ego that drives our attention outward 

(efference), which then becomes beholden to and at the service of ‘the they.' 

‘The they’ refers to our mass culture obsessed with social media influencers 

who project an exalted false image to manipulate their followers for 

financial gain. We look at this in Master Class 2, and the social media 

influencers’ snake tracks are outlined in Stillness Touch Chapters 6 & 7. 

Rudolf Steiner’s practice safely opens our heart chakra as an organ of 

perception. It also provides deep grounded centering that stabilizes our 

presence to bear the intensity, intimacy, and paradox of our Grail Journey, 

which the ego has zero interest in navigating.  

 


